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New studies and plans on disaster management emerge due to the advancement in technology and increase in disaster awareness among people. The plans made according to the current legislation in Turkey are no longer fulfilling today’s needs.

More in depth studies based on the worst case scenario is considered. TAMP emerged as a result of 2 years study in this context. Compared to the previous plans, the number of service groups were increased aiming more detailed study of plans. Personnel, equipment and resource analysis will be made to analyze our current situation and identify our strengths and weaknesses; and with the analyses carried out according to the scenarios, methods needed to increase our capacity will be determined.
Principles

TAMP was created under four basic principles

- Extensive and detailed (preparation, response, recovery phases)
- Covers disasters of all types and scales
- Contains full responsibilities and roles of each and every one of the major and supporting associates
- Essentially based on taking immediate action using local, regional and national response capacity.
Goals

- Saving Lives
- Return interrupted lives and activities to normal as soon as possible
- Fast and planned Response
- Protect and maintain public health
- Protect property, environment and cultural heritage
- Reduce economic and social losses
- Prevent secondary disasters or mitigate the effects
- Ensure efficient use of resources

TAMP
TAMP Structure

TAMP
Turkey National Disaster Response Plan

National Level
National Level Service Group Plans
28 Service Groups at the National Level
28 Service Groups / 10 Ministries + Turkish Red Crescent + AFAD

Local Level
Provincial Disaster Response Plans
• Formation
• Tasks
• Planning of Service Groups

Local Level Service Group Operational Plans
• Personnel
• Resource Management
• Work Flows of Service Groups

26 Service Groups coordinated by AFAD
Ensuring the sustainability of interrupted services in disaster and emergency situations requires coordination and organization at ministry level. There are a total of 28 Service Groups in the national level of TAMP. The management of these service groups are assigned to the ministries/NGO’s that matches the nature of their service field, thus the major associate.

- Ministry of Internal Affairs
- Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure
- Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning
- Ministry of Family Labor and Social Services
- Ministry of Health
- Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources
- Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
- Ministry of Treasury and Finance
- Turkish Red Crescent
Integration of Plans

The relationship between the service groups at the national level and the local level is the execution of national support function to the disaster zone. The disaster and emergency response management at local level is designed as a single model to ensure standardization nation wide.
Objective and Scope

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
To define the roles and responsibilities of the Evacuation and Placement Planning Service Group that take part in disaster and emergency response situations and to determine the evacuation routes, evacuation sites, emergency meeting sites and place planning of victims to safe areas by basic principles of response plan in three phases: before, during and after the disaster.
DETAILED OBJECTIVES

- To determine priority of evacuation, routes, safe areas, planning and implementing, defining emergency meeting areas, controlling the areas if compatible to usage.
- To announce evacuation decisions in disaster site immediately to the people.
- Placing victims to safe areas as quick as possible.
PARTNERS

MAJOR ASSOCIATE:
Ministry of Interior Directorate General of Migration Management

SUPPORTING ASSOCIATES:
• General Directorate of Security
• Turkish Armed Forces General Staff
• Commandership of Turkish Gendarmerie
• Ministry of Family Labor and Social Services
• Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning
• Ministry of Culture and Tourism
• Ministry of Health
• Ministry of National Education
• Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
• Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources
• Municipalities
• Private Transportation Companies
• Private Logistic Companies
TEAM BUILDING

AFAD DISASTER AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT COORDINATION CENTER

EVACUATION AND PLACEMENT PLANNING SERVICE GROUP

Logistic Teams

Coordination Teams

Operation Teams

Logistic Support Team

Evacuation Service Team
- Announcement and Info Team
- Registration and Classification Team

Placement Service Team
- Welcoming Controlling and Acceptance Team
- Monitoring and Reporting Team

TAMP
TASKS

COORDINATION TEAM: To ensure collaboration and coordination between supporting associates and other services groups.

OPERATION TEAM:

EVACUATION SERVICE TEAM:
- Announcement and Info Team: To announce decision of evacuation, to ensure affected people who will be evacuated to the defined meeting points.
- Registration and Classification Team: To record evacuation process and to classify evacuated people.

PLACEMENT SERVICE TEAM:
- Welcoming, Controlling and Acceptance Team: To welcome evacuated people in acceptance areas, to record their registration, to process settlement of evacuated people.
- Monitoring and Reporting Team: To monitor evacuated people in acceptance area and to report all processes.

LOGISTICS TEAM:
SO WHAT?

WHERE IS MY MEETING POINT?

Bilgi | Hizmeti tamamlamak için bu alanı mutlaka doldurulması lazımdır.
---|---
*İçe* | Seçiniz

*Mahalle / Köy* | Seçiniz

*Çarşı / Sokak*
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